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Abstract In this paper, we present a method for semi-dense
monocular simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
that is capable of dealing with pure camera rotation motion
which brings forward a severe challenge for current direct
(featureless) monocular SLAM approaches. A probabilistic
depth map model built on Bayesian estimation is combined
with themain framework of the state-of-the-art directmethod
LSD-SLAM. Using this model, both rotation-only and gen-
eral camera motions could be tracked, and a consistent depth
map could be built in real-time. Experimental results demon-
strate the outstanding performance of the proposed system.

Keywords Semi-dense visual SLAM · Rotation-only
camera motion · Direct method

1 Introduction

Benefited from the rapid development of virtual reality (VR)
and augmented reality (AR) devices and applications, real-
time simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has
been gaining increasing popularity as an essential part of
AR and VR researches [1–3] in the last two decades. SLAM
techniques can be divided into different classes according
to different sensors like lasers, sonar or cameras. With a
monocular camera, the cheapest and smallest sensor mod-
ule, visual monocular SLAM algorithms [4–14] have made
significant progress, and feature-based techniques have been
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consolidated and prevalent in the past decades. Recently,
direct approaches are drawing more and more attentions.
Contrast to feature-based approaches which extract and tri-
angulate features on the images, direct approaches track
camera motions and reconstruct the environment directly
over pixel intensities on the whole image. This provides sub-
stantially more information about the environment, which
can be invaluable for robotics or augmented reality applica-
tions.

Though with more potential applications, direct app-
roaches still have many restrictions on the camera motion.
Particularly in rotation-only camera motion, existing direct
semi-dense SLAM systems could hardly estimate and update
the depth map and finally cause tracking failed.

In this paper, we build on the main framework of LSD-
SLAM [8] and the probabilistic depth map model [15], to
design a semi-dense monocular SLAM system suitable for
rotation motion. More specifically, we model the depth of
every pixel as a distribution that mixes a good measurement
(normally distributed around the true depth) and an unknown
measurement (uniformly distributed in an interval which is
supposed to contain the depth range). As new frames arrive,
we regard these frames as new observations for the depth
of their reference keyframe and compute the Bayesian esti-
mation for the real depth of the keyframe and estimate the
probability of satisfactory ones. Choosing this model, depth
map can still be created in rotation-only cameramotion. Both
general and rotation-only camera motion can be tracked, and
a semi-dense map could be reconstructed at last, as shown in
Fig. 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 introduces the
probabilistic depth map, including the Bayesian model of
the map as well as the map update, propagation and regular-
ization steps. Section 4 introduces how to track new frames
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Fig. 1 The reconstructed semi-dense map and estimated keyframe
poses for sequence 1 of our system. Both general and rotation-only
motions can be tracked successfully

with the depth map. Experimental results are illustrated in
Sect. 5, and Sect. 6 draws a conclusion.

A previous version of our work was presented in [16]. In
this paper, we add descriptions in detail and perform more
experiments.

2 Related work

A large variety of SLAM systems have been proposed in
the past decades, which can be intuitively divided into two
classes: feature-based anddirect approaches.A feature-based
approach estimates camera poses and reconstructs maps by
extracting and tracking a sparse set of image features from
successive frames, while a direct approach minimizes the
photometric error directly over pixel intensities and performs
dense or semi-dense reconstruction. Works belonging to the
former and the latter class include [4–6] and [7,8,13,17,18],
respectively.

The initial approaches of feature-basedmonocular SLAM
systems are mostly based on filter methods. Davison et al. [4]
firstly presented a real-time monocular SLAM system called
MonoSLAM, employing EKF-based probabilistic estima-
tion to calculate camera poses and build a sparse map of
features. Modern feature-based approaches [5,6] are based
on keyframes [19]. Optimization methods such as bundle
adjustment (BA) [20] could be operated in these systems.
Klein andMurray [5] suggested awidely popular framework,
parallel tracking and mapping (PTAM), which splits camera
tracking and mapping into two parallel threads and performs
optimization over selected frames applying BA methods.
Murartal et al. [6] designed anovelmonocular SLAMsystem,
ORB-SLAM. Built on the main ideas of PTAM, the system
has fixed many limits such as loop closing and relocalization
and becomes one of the most representative feature-based
SLAM techniques.

Recently, as the performance of computer hardware
has been incredibly improved, multiple kinds of direct
approaches have been put forward. Newcombe et al. [13]

presented a dense SLAM system which generates smooth
depth estimate by a non-convex optimization process. This
system needsGPU to enhance the processing power. The first
large-scale direct monocular SLAMmethod is LSD-SLAM,
a real-time direct monocular SLAM framework, proposed
by Engel et al. [7,8]. The system employs a direct tracking
method towards keyframes and a probabilistic filtering solu-
tion to build large-scale semi-dense maps. It is impressive
that this system has real-time capability on CPUs without
GPU acceleration. Then, Caruso et al. [17,18] extended this
framework to an omnidirectional camera model and a stereo
camera model, respectively.

There are also many systems using a combination of
feature-based methods and direct approaches, such as SVO
[14],which is proposed byForster et al. They use directmeth-
ods to estimate feature correspondences and feature-based
methods to refine camera poses.

All the mentioned SLAM works seek for robust real-time
performance; however, tracking is usually failed in multiple
situations such as pure rotation. Handling rotation-only cam-
era motion has always been one severe challenge for SLAM.
Several algorithms have been proposed to explicitly address
this problem.

Gauglitz et al. [9] presented a keyframe-based real-time
approachwhich differentiates general and rotation-only cam-
era motions between keyframe pairs. In the latter case,
Pirchheim et al. [10] proposed a scheme with the basic idea
of combining 6DOF and panoramic SLAM, the regional
panorama maps registered in a global 3Dmap to handle pure
rotation camera movements. Herrera et al. [11] presented a
real-time visual SLAMsystem that tracks the features locally
and incrementally and delays triangulation of thematched 2D
features between keyframes until sufficient baseline has been
satisfied.

Theoretically treating translation motion and rotation
motion differently should be fine. However, the two kinds
of camera motion could be inextricably linked in practice.
On the other hand, few approaches of direct method SLAM
have been proposed to handle this degenerate rotation-only
camera motion. And likewise, this is the major motive of this
paper.

In this work, we propose a direct monocular SLAM that
combines a probabilistic depthmapmodel based onBayesian
estimation with the main framework of LSD-SLAM to deal
with not only general camera motions but also rotation-only
motions.

3 Probabilistic depth map based on Bayesian
estimation

In LSD-SLAM [8], the system uses an extended Kalman
filter to refine the depth map. More specifically, when
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Fig. 2 Bayesian estimation of the depth. A sequence of estimated
depths is regarded as independent observations of the true depth

a frame is chosen to be a keyframe, the system esti-
mate the depth of all pixels which have a non-negligible
image gradient in new images, and each estimate is rep-
resented as a Gaussian probability distribution and used
to refine the depth map of the keyframe. The potential
meaning is that each estimate would be treated as a good
measurement.

In practice, however, there are always numerous inevitable
bad measurements. If we could separate bad measurements
from good measurements, the depth estimate would be more
accurate with restricted iterations. In particular for real-
timekeyframe-basedSLAMsystem, the reference keyframes
could be generated frequently to maintain effective tracking
when severe camera motion occurs, which also means obser-
vations for one depth would be restricted while introducing
more noisy estimations.

Considering this situation, one depth model which is less
affected by outliers could be more suitable for our system.
Therefore, we model the estimated depth dk of each pixel
according to [15] with a distribution that mixes a good mea-
surement (normally distributed around the true depth d̂) and
an unknown measurement (uniformly distributed in an inter-
val [dmin, dmax]):

p(dk |π) = πN
(
dk |d̂, τ 2k

)
+ (1 − π)U(dk |dmin, dmax) (1)

where π and τ 2k are the probability and the variance of a good
measurement in k-th frame. Note that we use d to denote the
inverse depth, which is different with [15]. And this model
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

As derived in [15], the posterior of the Bayesian estima-
tion for d can be approximated by the product of a Gaussian
distribution for the depth and a Beta distribution for the prob-
ability of good measurement:

q
(
π, d̂|ak, bk, μk, σ

2
k

)

= Beta (π | ak, bk)N
(
d̂|μk, σ

2
k

)
(2)

where ak and bk are the parameters of Beta distribution.
More details of this model are presented in [15] and sim-

ilarly it is also used in SVO [14].
Similar to LSD-SLAM, the main mapping process in our

system contains four parts: depth map initialization, depth
map update, depth map propagation and depth map regu-
larization, while all steps have been modified to combine
with the applied depth map model. Depth map initialization
step uses a random method to initialize the depth map and
gives it a large variance. Depth map update step computes
the depth observations in each frame and updates the depth
map of the current keyframe. Depth map propagation step
creates a new keyframe when the current frame is too far
away from the existing depth map and propagates depth map
from the old keyframe into the new one. Depth map regular-
ization step is executed after the update step. It computes the
smoothed depth for stereo searching and tracking. Overview
of the mapping process is visualized in Fig. 3.

3.1 Depth map initialization

Instead of estimating the relative pose between two or more
frames to triangulate initial map in traditional monocular
visual SLAM systems, LSD-SLAM [8] uses an initializa-
tion method that initialize the first keyframe with a random
depth map with large variance. In practice, these initialized
depths are always outliers. Since we choose the Bayesian
model [15] in our system, which could naturally separate
good measurements and unknown measurements, we could
make full use of this model in the depth map initialization
step.

In detail, as visualized inFig. 4,we initiate eachpixel in the
depth map with a high expectation of unknownmeasurement
and this stepwill generate a random depth and large variance.
After several subsequent frames, the depth map could be
upgraded to a correct depth configuration using the Bayesian
estimation mentioned above.

3.2 Depth map update

When the camera pose of a new frame has been estimated,
depth map update step would be used to update the depth
map of the reference keyframe. For every pixel with non-
negligible gradient in the keyframe, a search method which
matches the pixels intensity along the epipolar line on the
current frame is performed. In order to improve the search
efficiency, the search interval d ± l (Eπ , σ ) is limited by the
prior info of the pixel, and l (Eπ , σ ) is defined as
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Fig. 3 Mapping process of our approach. In the first keyframe, a depth
map is randomly initialized. As new frames captured, depth observa-
tions are calculated by stereo matching, while the depth map is updated
at the same time. When the depth map update step finished, the regu-
larization step will be carried out to get a smoothed depth for tracking
and stereo searching. When camera moves far away from the current

keyframe, a new keyframe will be created and the depth map of the
previous keyframe should be propagated into it. In new depth map,
valid pixels with no assigned depth measurement would be initialized
with a random method. Then, the new depth map will be updated and
regularized iteratively again

Fig. 4 With several input image frames, a random initialization depth
map can be upgraded to a correct depth configuration. In the front sev-
eral frames (col. a–c), the inverse depth map is converged to a correct

value and expectation map keep rising. Then, with more input frames
(col. c–e), inverse depthmap remained steady and expectationmap rised
to a high level

l(Eπ , σ ) = 2πiσd + (1 − Eπ )σmax (3)

where the parameter Eπ is the expected value for the prob-
ability of a good measurement, and it is controlled by the
Beta distribution in Eq. (2). In other words, this parame-
ter is controlled by pixel parameter a and b: Eπ = a

a+b .
Parameter σmax is a constant which represents 99% of the
probability inverse depth lies in the range [dmin, dmax] by the
Gaussian distribution. Parameter σd is the inverse depth vari-
ance of one pixelwhich is estimated by previous observations
(Figs. 5, 6).

Then, we need to estimate the uncertainty of the inverse
depth. The method applied in [7,8] which considers both
photometric and geometric disparity errors and together with
the pixel to inverse depth ratio, is performed to determine
the accuracy of this stereo observation. Though the three
factors are designed for small camera rotation hypothesis
in [7,8], we note that if the reference keyframe could be
generated more frequently as rotation-only camera motion
occurs, the estimate method could also be reliable. We refer
to the original work in [7] for more details of this estimate
method.
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Fig. 5 Keyframe sequences during the period of rotation-only motion
in our system and LSD-SLAM. These sequences are selected in image
sequence 1 from image 650 to image 900. Both systems work well in
general motion (col. a). Then, pure rotation motion begins. The number
of depth points in LSD-SLAM keeps decreasing (col. b–d), and the

system fails in tracking at last. While our system could deal with new
pixels. These new pixels remain low Eπ during rotation motion (col.
b–d) because of lacking parallax but are enough for tracking. When
pure rotation camera motion ends, the depth map of our system could
quickly be updated to a correct depth configuration (col. f–g)

Fig. 6 Keyframe sequences in
the period of rotation-only
motion of our system and
LSD-SLAM. The sequence is
selected in image sequence 2
from image 1080 to image 1600

When the inverse depth and its uncertainty of the pixel
in the current observation have been estimated, these fac-
tors will be added into the mentioned Bayesian estimation.
Parameters a, b,μ and σ which correspond to the depth mea-
surement of the pixel is then updated and would be used for
tracking and mapping afterwards.

3.3 Depth map propagation

Incoming frames are evaluated to determine whether they
should be added as a keyframe. Since the search method
matching non-negligible gradient of pixels along the epipolar
line on the current frame with the reference keyframe has
been performed, it is able to determine which parts of the
new frame have been tracked in the depth map. To create a
new keyframe, the following main conditions should be met:

1. A given number of pixels of the new frame have not been
tracked.

2. A given distance or a given angle between the current
frame and the reference keyframe is reached.

Note that in the second condition, keyframes could be gen-
erated frequently in our system, which is different with
LSD-SLAM.

If the camera moves far away from the current keyframe,
or the rotation increases sharply, a new keyframe would be
created from the recent tracked frame.Based on the estimated
camera motion between the two frames, the depth map of
last keyframe will be projected into the new keyframe. New
inverse depth is calculated by

μk(xk) = T k−1(x0, μ0(x0))|Z (4)

where xk is the corresponding pixel position in the new
keyframe:

xk = kT k−1(x0, μ0(x0)) (5)
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Since keyframes could be generated frequently when
pure rotation occurs, the camera rotation between the two
keyframes could be assumed to be small in both general and
rotation-only camera motions. Then, the new variance can
be approximated by

σ 2
μk

=
(

μk

μ0

)4

σ 2
μ0

+ σ 2
c (6)

where σ 2
c is a constant which approximately corresponds

to the camera motion uncertainty. And parameters a and b
which correspond to the probability of good measurement
are simply equal to values in the previous keyframe.

Then, the depth measurement is allocated to the closest
integer pixel position. For every pixel in the new keyframe,
at most one depth measurement would be allowed. If there
are two depth measurements are generated for one pixel, we
need to handle the collision. Let ηth be the thresholds on the
expectation of good measurement. There are three cases:

(a) If both pixels meet the limit Eπ > ηth. Then if
|μ1 − μ2| ≤ σ1 + σ2, they will be consider to be two
independent estimations of one pixel, andwewould fuse
them. Otherwise, the point that is closer from the camera
will be retained and the farther one would be considered
to be occluded, and will be removed.

(b) If only one pixel meets the limit Eπ > ηth, we choose
this one to be remained.

(c) If neither of the two pixels meets the limit, we will ran-
domly choose one.

If a pixel with non-negligible gradient has no assigned depth
measurement, the pixel will be initialized with a high expec-
tation of indefinite measurement and will get a random depth
and large variance. Then as new observations have been
added into the Bayesian estimation, the depth measurement
could be efficiently converged to the true value.

3.4 Depth map regularization

After the keyframe has been updated by subsequent new
frames, one iteration regularization method will be per-
formed to smooth the inverse depth value. In detail, we
average the surrounding inverse depths with the weights of
their possibility of good measurement and inverse variance.
In order to preserve sharp edges, only pixels with adja-
cent depth will be calculated. The regularization function
is defined as:

μsmooth(x) =
∑

x ′∈Ωx
αg(Eπ (x ′), σ (x ′))μraw(x ′)∑

x ′∈Ωx
αg(Eπ (x ′), σ (x ′))

(7)

where Ωx is the set of valid pixels around pixel x in 3 ∗ 3
resolution, and g(π, σ ) is the weighting function which will
be introduced in Sect. 4. Parameterα is used to preserve sharp
edge and is defined as

α(μ, σ, μ′, σ ′) =
{
0 ‖μ − μ′‖1 > 2‖σ − σ ′‖1
1 else

(8)

The smoothed depth will be utilized to restrict the stereo
search range (Sect. 3.2) and track new frames (Sect. 4).

4 Dense tracking based on the probabilistic depth
map

The camera pose of new frame is estimated using the dense
image alignment based on the depth map of the reference
keyframe. As has been successfully applied in [7,21], the
photometric error for a pixel is defined as

rI = I2(kT k
−1(x, μ(x))) − I1(x) (9)

where k is the camera projectionmatrix and k−1 is the inverse.
T ∈ SE(3) is a transformation matrix which represents the
cameramotion from the reference frame to the current frame.
Since T has twelve parameters while the camera motion only
has six degrees of freedom, we use Lie algebra ξ ∈ se(3)
which is associated with the group SE(3). Then, the trans-
formation matrix T can be calculated based on ξ using the
exponential T = exp(ξ). I1(x) is the intensity of pixel in the
reference frame, and I2(x) the intensity in the current frame.

In order to enhance robustness, we add an additional
weighting term which is calculated by the probability and
variance of good measurement for each valid point. The
camera motion ξ∗ is calculated by minimizing the energy
function:

ξ∗ = argmin
ξ

∑
x∈Ω

g(Eπ (x), σi (x))‖ri (ξ, x)‖ε (10)

where ‖ri (ξ, x)‖ε is the Huber norm to penalize the outliers
and increase the robustness:

‖ri (ξ, x)‖ε =
{ ‖ri (ξ,x)‖22

2ε if ‖ri (ξ, x)‖2 ≤ ε

‖ri (ξ, x)‖1 − ε
2 otherwise

(11)

g(π, σ ) is the weighting function, represented as

g(π, σ ) = π
σ 2
max

σ 2 + (1 − π)
σ 2
max

λ
(12)

where λ is a constant controlling the weight item of unknown
measurement. Obviously, the weight of unknown measure-
ment should be much smaller than the good measurement
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and λ should be at least lager than σ 2
max. In our experiments,

λ is equal to 4σ 2
max.

When a point have a high expected value Eπ for the
probability of reliable measurement, the weight is mainly
controlled by the measurement variance σ 2

i . With a smaller
variance σ 2

i , this point can have larger weight to the mini-
mization of energy function. Oppositely, weight will be less
with a small expectation Eπ or higher variance σ 2

i .
The solution to the minimization problem is computed

iteratively based on the reweighted Gauss–Newton algo-
rithm. A coarse-to-fine approach is implemented to handle
larger inter-frame motions. Each new frame is first tracked
on a low resolution image and depth map. The tracked pose
is then used as initialization for the higher resolution. Depth
map are down sampled by factors of two, using a weighted
average of the inverse depth and inverse variance:

μl+1(x) =
∑

x ′∈Ωx
g(x ′)μl(x ′)∑

x ′∈Ωx
g(x ′)

(13)

σl+1(x) =
∑

x ′∈Ωx
g(x ′)σl(x ′)∑

x ′∈Ωx
g(x ′)

(14)

where l is the pyramid level and Ωx is the set of valid pixel
contained in pixel at the higher resolution.

5 Experimental results and discussion

The implementation of our system was extended from the
main framework of LSD-SLAM. We recorded two image
sequences which contain both general motion and rotation-
only motion to demonstrate the additional capabilities of our
system.

Image sequence 1, see Fig. 7a, captures a room-sized
indoor scene and is recorded by IpadAir2with afish-eye lens.
And sequence 2, see Fig. 7b, is recorded by a Micro Aerial
Vehicle (MAV), DJI Phantom 3. It captures the outdoor scene
of a museum from the air.We processed the image sequences
with both our method and LSD-SLAM. The experiment was
performed on a computer equipped with a quad-core 3.5GHz
CPU and 8GB of RAM. Figure 7 also shows point clouds and
camera trajectories produced by our method, while LSD-
SLAM fails to create complete maps.

We collect tracking and mapping statistical results in the
two image sequences. While LSD-SLAM can only create
submaps in different period of regular camera motion, our
approach can merge these submaps separated by rotation-
only camera motion into a single map and provide more
restriction to loop-closing optimization. Thus we could
reconstruct a lager and denser semi-dense map. In Fig. 8,

Fig. 7 Grayscale frames and reconstruction results of two image sequences. a Image sequence 1 captures indoor scene of a laboratory, b image
sequence 2 captures outdoor scene of a museum
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Fig. 8 Statistic results for image sequence 1 of our method and LSD-
SLAM. a Tracking status of LSD-SLAM, b tracking status of our
method, c average expectation Eπ of the keyframe which can be used
to evaluate the quality of camera motion

tracking and mapping statistical results for image sequence
1 is presented. In Fig. 8a, b, we observe that our method
has tracked all of the frames, while LSD-SLAM fails six
times (manually reset the system after a failure). All tracking
failures of LSD-SLAM are caused by pure rotation cam-
era motions, while these situations could be handled by our
method. In Fig. 8c, we demonstrate the change of average
expectation Eπ due to different situations of camera motion.
When general motion occurs, the average expectation Eπ

remains at a high level and is affected by the quality of camera
motion. Fast camera motion and frequent keyframe change
will lead to a relatively low value. While when rotation-only
motion occurs, the average expectation Eπ reduces to a low
level, because not enough parallax is observed. But rotation-
only motion can still be tracked based on the map. When the
camera motion returns to be general, the average Eπ returns
to the formerly high level, too.

In Fig. 9, statistical results for image sequence 2 is pre-
sented. LSD-SLAM fails twice in tracking, while ourmethod
has tracked all of the frames. We also note that the broken
line of average expectation Eπ in Fig. 9c is smoother than
line in Fig. 8c, because the camera motion in image sequence
2 is much smoother than image sequence 1.

In Figs. 5 and 6, keyframe sequences of both algorithms
in the period of rotation-only camera motion are presented to
intuitively show how our approach can handle rotation-only
motion. Figure 5 corresponds to frame 650–900 in image
sequence 1, and Fig. 6 corresponds to frame 1080–1600 in
image sequence 2. Both algorithms work well in the general
camera motion (col. a in Figs. 5, 6).

When pure rotation occurs, due to the lack of parallax
for mapping, LSD-SLAM cannot create new depth point and
just propagate old depth point to the new keyframe. Thus, the
number of valid depth points keeps decreasing (col. b–d in
Figs. 5, 6) and finally the system fails in tracking.Ourmethod

Fig. 9 Statistic results for image sequence 2 of our method and LSD-
SLAM. a Tracking status of LSD-SLAM, b tracking status of our
method, c average expectation Eπ of the keyframe

Fig. 10 Reconstruction result for the City of Slights datasets [22]. The
top shows two frames in the dataset CS_RA_L0_BirdsView (left to right
frame 1589 and frame 1816). The bottom shows the semi-dense point
cloud reconstruction

initiates new non-negligible gradient pixel with low expec-
tation Eπ and random depth. The new pixel will remain low
expectation Eπ during rotation motion (col. b–d in Figs. 5,
6) because of lacking parallax but is enough to track the
rotation-only motion. When pure rotation ends, the depth
map of our method could be quickly updated to a correct
depth configuration (col. e–g in Figs. 5, 6).

In order to demonstrate that our system could not only deal
with the pure rotation motions but also run well in normal
conditions, we evaluate the proposed approach on twowidely
used datasets, the City of Sights stage set [22] and the TUM
RGB-D dataset [23]. Figures 10 and 11 depict the chosen
frames from different views and the reconstruction results
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Fig. 11 Reconstruction result of sequence fr3/near [23]. The top shows
two frames in the dataset (left to right frame 235 and frame 830). The
bottom shows the semi-dense point cloud reconstruction

Table 1 Comparison of RMSE (cm) on TUM RGB-D dataset [23]

LSD-SLAM [8] Ours

fr1/floor 21.7 19.5

fr2/xyz 1.33 1.32

fr2/desk 3.02 3.32

fr3/office 3.96 3.43

of these two datasets which are composed of coloured semi-
dense 3D points. Table 1 shows the RMSE results in four
sequences of TUM RGB-D dataset [23] compared to LSD-
SLAM [8], and the results are very close since there are not
too many rotation-only motions in these sequences.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a real-time direct (featureless)
monocular SLAM system which combines a probabilistic
depth map model based on Bayesian estimation with the
main framework of LSD-SLAM. The system has the capabil-
ity to address rotation-only camera motion, which is always
a severe challenge for current direct SLAM approaches.

The probabilistic depth map which models the depth
of every pixel as a mixture of good measurement and
unknown measurement is carried out, and both general and

rotation-only cameramotion can be handled by the computed
Bayesian estimation.

Experimental results demonstrate the outstanding perfor-
mance of the proposed system.

Like normal direct methods, however, our system will
meet the great challenges in the presence of geometric noise
or fast motion with the nature limitation of direct methods.
In our future work, we would like to combine feature-based
algorithms or IMU measurements to alleviate these prob-
lems.
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